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ABSTRACT.   Infinite cone constructions are exploited to yield diverse general-

izations of the Vietoris-Begle theorem for paracompact spaces and Abelian group

sheaves.   The constructions suggest natural space, map classifications designated

as almost p-solid.   The methods are extended to upper semicontinuous closed

multivalued maps and homotopies and culminate in a disk fixed point theorem

for possibly nonacyclic point images.

Introduction. The central position of the Vietoris-Begle theorem in various

developments is the impetus for the extensions and generalizations in this paper.

Some of the results connect with earlier work by the author and expand and

sharpen the methods used.   The underlying technique is that of smoothing out

certain point antecedents under mappings by introducing covering cones sticking

out in diverse directions   [l].   These cones are introduced as quotient spaces,

but may be developed as subspaces of intermediate spaces.   There are difficul-

ties, when too many cones enter, as regards assurance that the space so fortified

is still Hausdorff, and that the natural extensions of the maps are continuous.

For this reason the author introduced certain space map pairs in  [2] and  [3]

under the designation of almost  p-solid.   Though the author's earlier results

were for compact spaces and an Abelian coefficient group, the results are

established here for paracompact spaces (or more generally for paracompactify-

ing support families) and for coefficient sheaves of Abelian groups or modules.

Attention may also be called to the work of Sklyarenko  [5].   While his

completely different methods yield results overlapping some of those given both

here and in the author's earlier cited articles, neither set of such results

includes the other.   If the initial space is both compact and metric, Sklyarenko's

results are stronger, but if either restriction is dropped our results may be more

powerful, as shown by examples.   An understanding of the relation of these

differing viewpoints is, perhaps, furnished by the observation that in   [5] the
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dimension of the singular sets of the image space is central, while in the author's

work the associated (ApS) properties of the domain space are predominant.

Formulation of analogues of the almost  p-solid property, when triples of

spaces or relations enter, allows extension of theorems of the type of those

occuring in the work of Bialynicki-Birula  [6], Wallace  [10] and Lawson  [ll].

For upper semicontinuous set valued transformations in paracompact spaces

the cone construction is applicable to the image space and the ApS concept is

again effective and extends also to set valued transformations and homotopies.

A basic cohomology group isomorphism valid in merely a critical range of dimen-

sions is established.   A striking consequence is a new type of fixed point theorem

where for a restricted situation certain point images under the set valued trans-

formation need not be acyclic.   This is a significant advance over the Eilenberg-

Montgomery theorem  [14] and would seem to initiate a far reaching breakthrough.

1.   Preliminaries and conventions.   Our standing hypotheses are that our

spaces are paracompact, though most of the results hold if we merely require

certain support families to be paracompactifying.   When not otherwise stated

</> and if/ are the families of all closed sets.   However a presuperscript dot thus,

W(x), connotes compact supports.   Almost all means with at most a "finite

number of exceptions".   A map is understood to be continuous.   Invariably p  is

a positive integer and e is a positive real.

Let  VI and   V be paracompact spaces, but not necessarily distinct.   Let S

be a subset of   Y referred to as the singular set.   Let Vl(y) be a closed subset

of  VI, but it is not required that  Vl(y) and  VAy') be distinct for y ¡¿ y'.   The

typical point of   Vi(y) is   w(y).

We shall need the concept of almost  p-solid introduced in   [2], [3].   Basic-

ally this involves a pairing of  VI and   Y through   VAy).   Thus we refer to  W, Y

as almost p-solid, or, when Vi(y) is  /     (y), we refer to  Vi, f as almost p-solid,

etc.   Specifically,  W, Y is almost  p-solid or ApS if for every wQ £ W there is

a neighborhood basis at  wQ such that, for  N(wA in this basis and for almost

all  y £ Sp, V/(y) n N(wA / 0 implies Vl(y) C N(wA.   This seems a stronger

restriction than that in  [2] of  [3], which will be referred to as  ApSw, which

required that for  N(wA there be an included  N'(wA so that, for almost all

y € sp.  W(y) n N'(w0) ¿ 0 implies   Vi(y) C N(wQ).   However, we shall show

(2.7) that they are equivalent.   Similar notions in different but related situations

are taken up in  §10.   We introduce the terminology / (ztz) is a pq  morphism to

indicate that / (ztz) is an epimorphism for  ttz = p,   an isomorphism   for  p < m < q

and a monomorphism for ztz = a + 1.

We suppose the sheaf ÍB  is a sheaf of Abelian groups on  Y,  but we may

also take it to be a sheaf of modules over a sheaf of rings.   We write  <2 for the
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inverse sheaf /*$ and ç6 and ip for the support families on X and on  Y.   The

key map,  /,  is closed and surjective on  X onto   Y.

Let  / be a fixed unit segment.   For each   y £ Sp let l(y) be the unit segment

0 < í < 1.   Let IT = Il  e<-    I(y) be the parallelotope whose points are the functions

i// £ II with ip(y) £ /.   The topology of II is the usual Tychonoff topology, so II

is compact  T..   The function identically 0 for all y is denoted by  *.   The

function 1       e II is defined by 1     (yn) = 1,1    (y) = 0 for y 4 V„.   The subset
yo '     yrj    " yo u

/(y„) consists of the functions  \t 1     | 0 < í < 1}.
J v 0 y o

P = ifx u /(y)-
s
p

The cylinder over  W(y) is defined for  y £ S    as

B(y) = W(y) x/(y).

The cylinder set B is

B = (J (W(y)x/(y))u    lj     (W(y) x *) = /(J W (y) x J (y) \ u W x *.

i> ^       P \P I

Identify the roof W(y) x 1   ,  y e S     to a point w(y)   to get the cone W(y)  = W (y) with

vertex w(y)  .   Then define

8* = (J W(y)*   U   (J     W(y) x * = lj W(y)* Ulfx»,
S y ¿S S

P y        P P

,*We often tacitly identify   W x * and   W.   The topology of  B     is the identification

topology.   The identification map B —> B     is denoted by g.   We often refer to

points of B or of B    (other than cone vertices) by  (w, if/), but a point of W(y)x*

is often written simply  z^(y) or w, and neighborhoods in   If x* are written  N(w).

2.   Basic lemmas. Since   P is a product of a paracompact space and a

compact space, it is paracompact.   The following two lemmas are crucial.

Lemma 2.1.   If W, f is ApS,   B    is Hausdorff and paracompact.

We first establish that  B  is closed in   P and therefore paracompact.   Define

T(wA = \y\ w0 O  W(y)4 0\C)Sp.

Suppose  (wQ,ifjQ) 4B.   Then either if/Ay) 4 0 for some  yx 4T(wQ) or ifjAy)40

for a pair y v y2 with yx £ T(wQ).   In the first case choose the neighborhood

VdpA = {0| |<A(yi) - ifj0(yx)\ < 8/2, where if/Ay A = 5 > 0|.

The second case includes the possibility   that  T(w  ) = S .   Here if

i//Ay.) = 2 8i>0,  i = 1,2,
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V(i]/A = \ib\  \if/(yA - if/0(yA\ < 8y   \if/(y2) - z>0(y2)| < ¿>2}.

In the first case choose  N(wQ) = W(yA  .    In the second case choose  N(yA

arbitrarily.   Then  N(wQ) x V(if/A n B = 0.   Hence  B is closed in  P.

We now establish that  B    is Hausdorff if  W, / is  ApS.   The required separa-

tion property can be in doubt only for points on a common  W(y0).   Suppose then

w    and w    ate distinct points on  Vi(yA.   Pick disjunct neighborhoods  N(wA and

N(w2) to satisfy ApS.   Let

p. = \y\  W(y) n N(wt) 4 0,   W(y) ft  N(wf'¿ 0\ O Sp, i = 1, 2,

be the finite subsets of S„.   Let

(7 = 10| </>(y) < 1/2, y epj u p2i.

Then note g~1g((N(w.) x U) n B) = (N(z^¿) x (7) n B.   Hence, g((N{w.) x U) O B)

is open in  B  .   Plainly,

g((A/Uj) x Í7) n s) n g((N(ti/2) x U) n ß) = 0.

Accordingly  w.   and  tz7    can be separated in  B ,  whence   B    is Hausdorff.

Next we show g  is a closed map.   Let  C be a closed set in  B.   Define  C

by the condition that if  c is a point in a roof in   C,  the entire containing roof is

to be included in   C  .   Our primary assertion is that  C    is a closed set.

We separate the proof into two cases.

Case 1.  Let  b- £ B H C    be any point not in    W x * nor on a roof.   Thus

èo = (MV slyo} eU/(y0).     y0 £Sp, o<s<i.

Since   bQ can be separated from  C by a neighborhood  0(èQ) we can assume

O(rr0) = (VU0)X U(sly())) H B

where   ^(^0) is open in  VI and   Í7(sl     ) = {if/\ s/2 < <A(yQ) < 1 }•   Since  (w, if/) =

b £ B  implies  i/f(y) can differ from 0 for at most a single y, only points of the

type   (w, if/) with if/(y) = 0, y ¿ yQ enter in  0(bA.   In short, no roof points appear.

Hence   0(bA separates  b- from  C .

Case 2.   Suppose  bQ = wQ,  * is disjunct from  C.   If  bQ could not be sep-

arated from  C , this would imply the existence of a collection of roof points

ra = w(y cl x 1      e C , where  y a £ S     which admit  bQ as a cluster point.   By

ApS every neighborhood  N(w A oí a base at w    contains   Vi(ya) if it contains

z^(ya) for almost all y a £ S .   Therefore, for any   U(*), N(wQ) x  U D B contains

(VI(y A x (1     )) with at most a finite number of exceptions.   Hence the collection
a y a r

l^(ya) x 1       £ C\ where   v(y  ) £ W(ya)   must admit the cluster point  bQ also,
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contrary to our hypothesis that bQ 4 C.   It therefore follows that g~ gC = C    and

g~  gC* = C .   Hence gC   = gC   is closed in  B .

Since g is continuous and closed, and B is paracompact, the image of g,

namely  B , is paracompact.

Corollary 2.2. // W  is compact,  B    is compact Hausdorff.

With / a surjective and closed map on  X to   Y,  interpret  W and  W(y) as  X

and as /"  (y) = X(y) and write  X   for B .   Extend / to the map F on X   onto

Y by   F(x(y), si y) = f(x(y)) = y,   F(x(yf) = y, s < 1.

Lemma 2.3.  F  ¿s continuous.

This follows from the fact that g is the identification map.   Thus consider

the commutative square

B       g    »X*

(2.31) \p ¡F
X  —-—»Y

where  p projects  B onto X (identified with X x *).   Then, for every open set  U

in   Y,  F~lU = gp~lf~   U.   Define the open set

V = p~1f~1U=       lj       W(y)x*U       lj        W(y)x/(y)
yet/ns" yeuns

= Wx*U       U        W(y)xj(y).
yeuns^

P

Since a roof is entirely in or entirely out of  V, g~  gV = V.   Hence gV is open,

that is to say  F~  (U) is open.

We shall have frequent use for the following elementary deductions.

Corollary 2.4.  (a)   f~1(y)    is closed in B*.

(b)   C x * is closed in  B    if C  is closed in  W.

Assertion (a) follows from Lemma 2.3.   For (b),  C closed in  W implies

C x * is closed in B.   The fact that g is closed, as established incidentally in

Lemma 2.1, finishes the demonstration.

We need the known

Lemma 2.5. // A and B are closed subsets of X = A u B and A  and B are

paracompact, then X  is paracompact.

(This follows from the closure of the mapping of the disjunct union of A and

B  onto A u B.)

A simple and most useful observation is that embodied in
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Lemma 2.6. // X = U U   where   U ,   a e A,   is open and no two U 's overlap,

then

Hj(x. ED %I1 «5,^(1/.. ÍD

where  II  indicates the direct product (sometimes written  2).   // cp  is a compact

support family the direct product is replaced by the direct sum.

The essential idea is that the sections of a sheaf over  X are independent

over the individual  1/^s.   In more detail, with  Cfathe sheaf conventionally

indicated by  U,,    (namely,   (i | i/aon   Ua and  0 on  X - L/a) there is the direct

product representation

(2.6a) a^rifla-
A

(Since every open V(x) contains an open V (x) in   Ua with   V   D Ua, 4 0, for some

a    the interpretation of  Cl as a direct limit of presheaves indicates the direct

sum is equivalent to the direct product here.)   Plainly,   C (X, Ua)(x) = 0,  x ¿ Ua,

whence

(2.6b) (e°(x, a))a = e°(x,Qa).

Accordingly, just as for (2.6a),

(2.6c) e°(X, Ö)^ne°(X, Qa).
A

Moreover with  Zl(X, Q J the cokernel of  &a~> C°(X, (?), %l(X, Q)a(x) = 0 for

x é Ua and hence, as in the case of (2.6b) and (2.6c),  Zl(X, &)a^Zl(X, Q J

and   %'{X,8)*UA%'{X,Qa).   The definition  C"(X, Q) % UA Cn(X, Zn(X, Qa))

then yields by induction  &"(X,($) *YlA C(X, &a).   Accordingly with  Y^ the

module of sections

Y,en(x, (x)^Urien(x, Qa)    U nr.u en(x, ®  [7, P. ii]).
A \      A '   a /

Then by  [7, p. 51 ] there results the assertion of the lemma.

If  K is compact,   K intersects at most a finite number of  t/a's whence the

second part of the lemma.

We now demonstrate a significant unifying principle alluded to earlier.

Lemma 2.7.   The ApS  property is equivalent to the ApSw property.

That ApS implies  ApSw is obvious.

Suppose  (X, /) is  ApSw.   Then let  N(wQ), N'(wq) be associated neighbor-

hoods satisfying:   W(y) n N (w  ) 4 0  implies   W(y) C N(w ) for almost all y £ S  .

Let
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M(wA = UlW(y)| Vi(y) O NXwA = 0,  Vl(y) n N(wor¿0,  Vl(y) O N(wA 4 0\.

We assert  C(za<0) = M(w A O N(w A is closed in  N(wA.   If not, there is a point

w    £ (C(w A n C(w A   ) n N(wA.   Therefore every neighborhood of t^j meets a

nonfinite subcollection of  ¡W(y)| y £ Sp\ and each such   W(y) intersects   N(wQ)   .

Since   N(w A is also a neighborhood of w      no neighborhood  N (w^) exists with

the   ApSw property, in contradiction with our hypothesis.   Hence  N^(wQ) =

N(w A O C(w A    has the ApS property.

For compact spaces, that  B    is   T2 follows from (2.1) and (2.7).

3.   Basic theorems. Many of the later results make use of the assertions and

demonstrations in this section.   The singular points are defined by breakdown of

acyclicity.   Thus for the following theorem,

S   =\y\Hm       ,     (f-l(y),Q)¿0   for some 0 < ztz < p or W°        ,     (/_1(y), Ö) J¿5B }.
p <¿>o/_1(y) 4>nf    Ay) y

Since this depends on  u = / (®) the notation in   §2  is amplified to  (X, /, ÍB)  ztz

place of (X, f).

Theorem 3.1.  // besides our standing hypotheses f is closed,  (X, f, B) is

ApS,  and if H^nX{y)(X(y), Q) = 0, p < m < q,   then    /*(*): H™(Y, S) -. H%(X, Q)

is a pq morphism.

We define the extension of / to  F: X   —> Y by

FX*(y) = /X(y) = y.

Lemma 2.3 guarantees continuity.   We assert that  F is closed.   Since  F = fpg~

(cf. (2.31)) and g~   C is closed when   C is closed, and  / is closed, it is

sufficient for the demonstration to show  p is closed.   Thus let  BQ  be a closed

subset of  B and let its projection  pBQ be  XQ  (identified with  X- x *).   Suppose

XQ  were not closed.   Then some  x- /XQ would be a cluster point  of X.,  i.e.

every neighborhood  N(xQ) would contain a nonfinite subcollection of points of

XQ.   However, each such point  xa is either the projection of  xaxsl     £ B- for

some  y and  s  or of xax *.   Hence almost all these points are contained in any

neighborhood  N(xAx U n B  where   U is open in  II.   Therefore  x    is a cluster

point of  BQ,  and hence is in  BQ,  and so  xQ £ XQ,  a contradiction.

The family  <f> extends to  r/3    the family of all closed sets on  X    and

4>   h (X x *) is   (p (since   X is identified with the closed subset  X x * of X*).

Accordingly the notation will be simplified by utilizing qj for both qj and çS*

with the understanding that cS is given the interpretation cS* if the argument of

H    includes either X    or X  (y).   Moreover,   *U = F*iB is constant on each

X  (y).   Write    *(? | X*(y) = * (Ï.   Since  X(y)* is a cone, this sheaf constancy on

X  (y) implies
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(3.11) Y(*yä) % tfyxiy)*, yâ) * H%(X(y)*, *fi)       [7, p. 56].

*/
The exact cohomology sequence for the pair  X  (y), X(y) where  X(y) is

written for X(y) x * is

-«¡nx'(y)(^ ;Ö) -^nx«y,^W, Ö) -«&.,„<*%* ^ ^ ~* '

Hence, by (3.11),

(3.12) H&X(y)(X(y), ® * W^nx*(y)(X*(y)' X(y)' yâ)'      ™ > °"

Since  X x * is closed in X    and  cp is paracompactifying,

(3.13) Hj(X*. X, *ö) * H*       _X(X* - X, *®      [7, p. 62].

X.(y0) ~ ^^0^ 's °Pen since it is g(c/(X(y0)) x V n B) with  (7 open in X and

V = {if/\0< if/(y0)\ and

X*-X =    (J    (X*(y)-X(y)).

y€Sp

Hence by Lemma 2.6 (recall ç6 is written for cp"   )

Hé\x*-x{x* -x- *&) % RH7\x*-x{x*{y) - x{y]' *®

(3.14) Sp

"P^n+^(y)(X*(y), X(y), *CÎ)^nE;nx(y)(X(y), (i).

The key diagram is now

-fF*+1(X*,X, *©- Hfl(X*, *ö) ^-+1L H3|+X(X. Ö|X) - r/; + 2(X*. X, *ö)

\f*(m+l) / f*(m)

(3.15) \ /

h^+i(y, m

where the horizontal line is", of course, exact and the triangle is commutative.

For Theorem 3.1 the hypotheses and (3.13) guarantee  W^(X  , X,   u) = 0,

p <m<q, p > 0.   Next, by (3-H),  X (y) is  t/>-acyclic and  X(y), y ¿S      is

çi-acyclic through  m = p.   Hence  F"  (y) is  r^-acyclic through m = p fot all

y £ Y.   Moreover F~  (y) is  </>-taut in view of [7, 10.4d, p. 52].  Accordingly,

since  X  (y), y £ S , is connected, the conventional Vietoris-Begle theorem is

valid  [7, p. 55], in the form:

F (q + 1)  is a monomorphism and  F (772)  is an isomorphism for m < q.
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Accordingly first set  ttz = q and note that from  / (tzz + l) = a(zT2 + 1 )F  (m + 1 )

there results /*(« + l) = a(q + 1 )F (q + 1 ) is a monomorphism since   a(q + 1 ) is

a monomorphism.   Then set  m = p - 1   to derive  / (p) = a(p)F  (p) is an

epimorphism since here   a(p) is an epimorphism and  F (p) is an isomorphism.

Theorem 3.2.  //, besides our standing hypotheses,  (X, f, %) is A(q + 1)5

and / (ttz)  is a  pq morphism, then

^nX(y)W'tf)=0,       P<»<*

In the triangle  (cf. (3.15)) with </j written for the extension to X    also,

H"1(X\ *(1) -HL* H%(X, Ö)

F*(m)

HftY, 33)

F*(m) is an isomorphism for m <q and is a monomorphism for m - q + 1   [7, p. 55].

Then from   a(m)F (m) = f (m) if F (m) and / (m) ate monomorphisms, so is

a(m).   This is the case for ztz =   q + 1.   If   / (ttz) and  F (m) ate epimorphisms,

so is   a.(m).   This is the case for ttz = p.   Both situations maintain for p < m < q.

Apply these facts to the exact sequence of the horizontal line in (3.15) to derive,

in consequence of   [3, Lemma 9],  W^+ (X   , X,    Cl) = 0,   p < ttz < q.   The assertion

of the theorem now follows from (3.13) and (3.14).

4.   Three spaces theorems.   We continue with two theorems of the type of

[3, Theorems 12 and 13].   Later we take up a result closer in type to those in

[6],  with  k = gf where / and g ate surjective.   For completeness we include

short proofs of these two theorems, though they amount to obvious modifications

of those for the compact situation treated in   [3].   For the present and later the

situation is

(4.11) x ——- y —^-» z.

Parenthetically we remark that we tacitly use the fact that subsets of  ApS map-

space pairs are  ApS.

Theorem 4.1.  Let X and Y be paracompact and let Z be arbitrary.   Let 38

be a sheaf of Abelian groups on  Y and let the collection of all closed subsets

constitute the support families 0 and if/ on X and on  Y.   Let f be continuous

and closed and let g be possibly noncontinuous subject to g~   z  is paracompact.

Suppose  X, f is A(q + 1)5.   //
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HZ  u-i, Sk~lz- ö) % H1    -l,  &~lz. ®).       P<>n<q+ 1„
tfmfc   l(z) </rig   '(z)

rèerc /*(m): rH(Y, S) -» W^(X, (?) is a pq morphism.

Both here and in the sequel we shall often use  cp (or ifj) when subspaces

enter, thus  </> for r/> n &     (z), etc.   For fixed z, / maps  £     z onto g~ z.

Interpret these two spaces as the  X and   Y of Theorem 3.2 whence, for each

y £ V(z) = g"1(z),

(4.12) H^n/-l(y)(/_1(y)' ö) = 0'       P*"**

Since this is valid for each  Y(z), (4.12) is valid for all y.   Hence Theorem 3-1

is applicable.

Theorem 4.2.  With the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.1 on X, Y, Z, f, g,

cp, if/, S suppose f*(m): H^(Y, $) —» H™(X, Q) is a  pq morphism; then

/>) = r(m)\H™nY(z)(Y(z), S): H$ny(jr)(VU>, »> - W^nx(z)(X(z), fl)

ÎOT.zs a pi/ mor phis?

By Theorem 3.2

(4.13) H%nX(y)(X(y),G) = 0,        p<m<q.

Then, since  Y D Y(z) = g'_1(z), Theorem 3.1 applies with / restricted to

f~   Y(z) to give the assertions of our theorem.

5.   Alternatives. Since a paracompact space is completely regular a form-

ulation of the cone construction as a subspace of a large enough parallelotope

rather than as a quotient space can be carried out.   (In a current thesis Mrs. E.

Thornton has extended unpublished subspace results of the writer's originally

intended for this paper to a general equivalence with our quotient space con-

structions.     In this connection the proof of Lemma 2.7 is like a similar one in

her thesis.)   Two other aspects of the ApS notions are considered in this section.

Examples can be given where our results are sharper than those in  [5] for

the case that X is compact but nonmetric or  X is metric but noncompact.   The

example for the first case is given in  [3] (where on p. 29, x should be  Xo taken

as a cone over A, whose vertex at  t = 1  has Euclidean neighborhoods and on

line 12,  X = S    V  X  ).   Below we take up the second case for connected spaces.

Let   YQ be the cone with vertex   (0, 0, 1) and base  B:0<Xj<l,0<x,<l,

x3 = 0.   Imbed   YQ in  RA.   Let  Y be   YQ u S3 where  S3 is attached to  YQ at

the point  (0, 0, 1, 0) only.   Assume the Euclidean topology for   Y.
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Let X    have the same points as   Y but the topology is different.   Thus if a

point on the cone is labeled  (xj, x2> s), define a metric by

diixy x2, s), (x'j, x2, s')) = 1 - s if s < s',  (xj, xA 4 (x'1# x'A,

= \s - s I     if (x,, xA = (x,, x2).

The attached sphere S'  is given the usual metric topology.   At each point of the

base  B attach a circle  5 .   More specifically attach the circles

(5.1a) Xj=x10,        x2 = x20,        (x3 + l)2 + x2 = 1

where  (x.-, x   A ranges over  B.   These circles are disjunct.   On each circle the

Euclidean topology is understood.   The distance between any two points on

different circles is 1.   The distance between a point on the circle attached at

(xj., x       0, 0) and a point on the cone  (x , x2> s) is

d((x 10, x20, 0, 0), (xI2, x21, s)) = d((xl0, x20, 0, 0), (x10, x2Q, s)) + |1 - s\.

The space  X is the union of X    and the circles.

Define the map f: X —• V as the identity on 5    and on the cone and each

circle of (5.1a) is mapped into its base point  x     , x       0, 0.   Evidently the

topology of  X  is finer than that of   Y.   Accordingly,  / is continuous.   Moreover,

the singular set, 52, is the base  B and hence its dimension is 2.   Note,  (X, /)

is   A25.   Accordingly, by Theorem 3.1, / (rn) is an isomorphism for  m > 3.   On the

other hand, Sklyarenko's results yield / (ztz) is an isomorphism for ttz > 5   only.

We shall require the analogue of Lemma 15 of  [3].

Lemma 5.2.  For X paracompact and   X = /~  (5 ) compact, ApS  is equiva-

lent to the condition that for every vicinity  V of the diagonal A  in X x X,

X(y) x X(y) C V for almost all y £ S .

Let   V be assigned.   For each x £ X choose an open set  N(x) to satisfy

N(x) x N(x) C V.   Pick M(x) = N(x) ft x" for all x fL 'X.   Next in view of Lemma

2.7 pick N'(x) to satisfy  ApSw tot each x £ 'X, and identify M(x) and  M'(x) for

x ¿  X.   By compactness a finite subcover  \N'(xA\ k = 1, • • • , K\ covers    X.

Write   Yk = íy| X(y) O N'(xk) / 0\nSp.   Then Sp = \J Yk.   For at most a finite

subset of  Yk, X(y) meets  N'(xk) and yet lies outside  A/(xfe), i.e.  X(y) x X(y) is

not in  N(xk) x N(xA).   Since every  X(y), y £ S , meets some  N'(x.), it follows

that, for almost all y £ S

X(y) xX(y)C(jN(x)xN(xk)u     \J    M (x) x M (x) C V.
xft"X

The argument for the reverse implication as given in  [3] may be taken over
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unchanged.   This reverse implication is true for X paracompact and no restriction

on  /     (S  ).   However, the direct implication is invalid without restriction of

/"   (S  ) of the type in the lemma.   For example, with   Y the nonnegative reals and

the planar set  W = U   \(y , v )\ y    = 2",  v   = n\ u Y x 0,  let / project  W onto

Y.   Then   (H', /)  is ApS, but does not satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 5.2.

6.   Triples of spaces. We now modify the restrictions on the triple in (4.11).

Specifically / and g ate closed continuous surjections.   Write  X(z) and   Y(z) as

before and use the same families  cj> and i/z.   Let 3) be a sheaf of Abelian groups

on  Z.   Let Sp = \z\ H^(Y(z), 35) f> Hm(x(z), Q)\ for some  m,  0<m<p, where

ÍB = g 3) and U = / 3).   Again write fz(rn) for the induced homomorphism

H'j/(Y(z), g £)) —> f/^(X(z), h D) where just as earlier cp, if/ are interpreted as

extensions to the families of all closed sets when X    or  Y    enter in arguments

of  H.

We shall make use of the following diagram under varying conditions.   We

shall refer to it as the ladder or simply as  (L).

(L)

WftY*, *35)

F*(m)

HftY, 35) - tf» +1(Y*, Y, *% - W$ +1(Y*, *55) •

Q*(m) F*(m+l)f*(m)

r/£(X*, *fl) - //»(X, Ö) -f/£ + 1(X*, X, *â) - /7^ + I(X*, *(!)•

where the rows are exact and the squares are commutative.

We define almost p-solid pairs or ApS pairs  (X, k, f %; Y, g, 35) by the

property that  (X, k, f %) and (Y, g, 35) are each (ApS) for the same  S    or more

generally  S     is to be the union of the singular subsets of  Z for these two triples.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose (X, k, f 35) and (Y, g, 35) are  (ApS) pairs and that

/T£nY(r)(Y(z), 33) AlimX H^nX(z)(X(z), /*B) is an isomorphism for all z and for

p <m <q and a monomorphism for m = q + I.   Then H"l(Y, 35) JIAULL, HAX, /*35)

is a  pq morphism.

Define

.V U    X*(z)u     (J    X(z)x*,
z£S. '/*,

Y*=    lj    Y*(z)v     U    H z) x *,

:£S 'fs.

with  X  (z), Y (z) the cones over X(z), Y(z).   By Lemma 2.1, in view of the ApS

hypotheses,   X    and   Y    are Hausdorff and paracompact.

For convenience of reference we note the following well-known 4-lemmas

connected with
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2

a2

3

a3 a4

5

a5

B. B -S. S,

where the rows are exact and the squares are commutative and  a    is an

epimorphism.

Lemma 6.2.  // (a)  a    and a    are monomorphisms then a    is a monomorphism.

If (b)  a.    is an epimorphism and a    is an monomorphism then  a    is an

epimorphism.

We are ready for the proof of Theorem 6.1.   Extend g to G: Y   —► Z by

G(Y  (z)) = gY(z) = z.   Hence by Lemma 2.3,  G is continuous.   Similarly  (gf) = k

extends to  K: X   —» Z by

KX(z)* =gfX(z) = z,       z £Sp,

K(X(z)x *) = g/X(z) = z,

and again  K is continuous by Lemma 2.3.

Next for each  (x, si z) £ X(z)  , x £ f~ lg~ l(z), z £ S , s < 1, define

F(x, slz) = (f(x), slj.   Evidently, f(x) £ Y(z).   Then  F(x, *) = (f(x), *) and for

the vertex x(z)  , F(x(z) ) = (fx(z))  .   In short, / maps  X    onto  Y  .

Let  B'   be the  B for  Y   -£.   Z and let  B refer to X   A  Z.   Then the

corresponding identification maps on   B    to   y    and on  B  to  X    are indicated

by   y    and by  y respectively.   The map induced by  / on   B to  B    is  / x z where

i is the identity map taking i/z into if/.   That f x i is continuous and closed

follows easily from these properties for / and of course for  i.

The continuity and closure of  F then follow directly.   Thus consider the

commutative diagram:

y     .,*

fxi

If  0 is open in   Y  , (f x i)~  y'~   0 is open in  B by continuity.   Since the

antecedent of a vertex in  Y    is a roof,  y ~  O contains only full roofs and hence

this is the case for  (/ x z')~  y'~  0 also.   Accordingly, y~ y is the identity on

this set and, therefore,  F~10 = y(f x i)~1y'~lO is an open set.

To establish that  F is closed we start with a closed subset  K of X  .   Then

formally   FK = y'(f x i)y~XK.   By Lemma 2.1, y    is closed.   Since / and  z are
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closed so is  / x i.   Moreover,  y is continuous.   Hence  FK is closed.

With these properties of   F,  a special case of [5] (or by   [6] when our spaces

are compact), yields F (ztz) is an isomorphism for all ttz.   The argument based on

Lemma 2.6 yields in analogy to (3.14):

Hf\Y\ Y,*%) = I\HynY(z)(Y(z), ÍB)

Hf\x\ X, F*2)) = UH%nX{z)(X(z), Q)

whence by the hypotheses of the theorem  Q   (m) is an isomorphism for  p < m <q

and a monomorphism for  ttz = a + 1.

We take up first the special case that q = p.   Then in the ladder,  F (p) and

Q  (p) ate isomorphisms while  F (p + 1) and 2  (p + 1 ) are monomorphisms.   The

first four columns of the ladder then yield, by Lemma 6.2(b), that   F  (p) is an

epimorphism.   The last four columns yield,   by Lemma 6.2(a), that / (p + 1 ) is a

monomorphism.   The general case is then clear.

7.   Pairs.  Extensions to pairs of spaces imply results for possibly non-

paracompact spaces, and locally compact spaces extending  [153, though such

results may be obtainable directly also from our earlier theorems.   In this section

XQ and   Y - ate closed subsets and / is a closed map of X, X-  onto  Y, Y..

Denote  /  | XQ  by  /Q.   As usual  j) is a sheaf on   Y and  <f>, if/ refer to all closed

sets.

Theorem 7.1.  For paracompact spaces suppose X, f, U  is ApS,   Suppose

also ^nX(y)WAO) = 0,   p<TTZ<a.    Let  H^nX{yQ)(X(yQ), /*$) = 0 uhere

y0 £ YQ and 0 < p - 1 < m < q - 1.   Then

or equivalently W"?

morphism.

Q*(m):H^(Y, YQ,  B) - H%(X, XQ, (3)

y_Yq(Y - V0, S) - Hi | X_X(X - X0, (?) is a pq

Since  XQ  is closed in  X,  and  çS is paracompactifying, it is  cS-taut in  X,

whence

(7.11) H^x_Xo(X-X0,Q)<hH%(X, X0,Q)      [7, 2:10.4dl.

y_y  (y - yc S) % H^Y' y0' S)-   There results the ladderSimilarly,  H™

H™(Y, Y0, i) - iq(Y, S) - H"nYo(Y0, S) - rlfl(Y. Yq, S) - H^+1(V, »

(7.12) <?*<»■> /   U> /(,*(".) 9*(m+l) /*(m+l)

HJU. x0, 3) - H;», 3) - ff^,x Cx0, If) - h* + !(x, x0, fi) - Hf\K, Q)
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Evidently  X  , /Q   is  ApS and, in view of the hypotheses and Theorem 3.1,

f*Ap - 1) is an epimorphism, f0(q) is a monomorphism, and in between   /a(m) is an

isomorphism.   Similarly, / (p) is an epimorphism.   The conclusion now follows

from Lemma 6.2.

Corollary 7.2.   Theorem 7.1  is valid for compact spaces.

Corollary 7.3. For X and Y locally compact let (X, f, 35) be ApS assum-

ing compact supports, and suppose Hm(X(y), Q) = 0, p < m < q. Then f (m) is

a pq morphism.

+ + ....
Let  X    = X u xQ and   Y    = Y u yQ be the   1-point compactifications of X

and   Y.   Extend / to /    where / xQ = yQ.   Extend 55 to 35    on   Y    by setting

55v„ = 0.   Similarly extend  U to  Cl    with  (f      = 0.   This is consistent since
0 xo

f~  y n = x q.   Hence Corollary 7.2 yields the assertions of this corollary for

'H*(X , x  , S ) —> 'H*(Y , y0, 35 ).   Then apply (7.11) for the desired conclusions.

Corollary 7.4.   For X and  Y  locally compact and all closed sets as the

families of support, suppose X - XQ, f is ApS and suppose W"?(X(y), (2) = 0

for y £Y-Y0 with p < m < q.   Suppose f*Q(m): H™nY  (Y Q, 55)-/7™nX  (X0.fl)

is a  pq morphism.   Then f*(m): H^(Y, 35) -» H^(X, fl)° is a  pq  morphism.

We prove this for the case  p = q.   Note first the one point compactifications

X+ = X u x0, X* = X0 U x0,   Y+ = Y u y0,   Y*= YQ<j yQ and the sheaf extension

to  £    and  (l    as in the last corollary.

Then using (7.11) for the vertical isomorphism

0 = 'H"(x0, (i + )

Hence

(7.41)

.'W" + 1(X+, x„, (T)

k/V" + I(X, ($)

■/7" + 1(X + , (î+)-^7/« + l(xn, Cí + ) 0.

•tf" + 1(X+, x0> tt + ) ^/7^+1(X, CÏ) % 'Hn + 1(X + , (Í + ).

Since   X - XQ  is locally compact, (7.41) is valid in the form

•tf"+!((x - x0)+, xo, S) % •f/»+1((x - x0)+, a+)^ w;|x_x (x - x0, â)

% ,//n+1(X, Xn, Ö)       [7,2:10.4d].
(7.42)

Since  XQ and  X    are certainly taut in the compact  X    for a compact support

family, the groups in (7.42) are isomorphic to   '/V"+1(X+, X*  ö+) [7, 2:12.9].
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Replace Q   (m + 1 ) by  F  (m) in (7.12).   Since

r/*(Y, Y0, .35) * **(**. YQ+, 55+) « H^ y_Yq(Y - YQ, %),

interpret  X - X. , Y - YQ as  X and   Y of Corollary 7.3 so  F  (p) is an

epimorphism and  F  (p + 1 ) is a monomorphism.   Since also f0(p) is an

epimorphism and fQ(p + 1 ) a monomorphism, Lemma 6.2 implies the result for

q = p.   The more general result for  q > p is an immediate consequence.

8.   Betti numbers.

Lemma 8.1. Suppose that A, . ■ • , D    are Abelian groups, and that the two

horizontal lines are exact:

aß y
A   -* B  ——>C ■-—► D

A

0
*C'

(a) // A, C  and D     are finitely generated and À  is an epimorphism, then

C    is finitely generated.

(b) If A , C and D are finitely generated and À is a monomorphism, then

C  is finitely generated.

For (a):   Exactness assures  B is finitely generated, whence using the

hypothesis on  À, B    is finitely generated, and exactness implies the same for

C .   Case (b) is essentially the dual.

Various special consequences of Lemma 8.1 can be phrased in reference to

Betti numbers by starting with the typical ladder for the pairs  X, X.  and   Y, Y.

and interpreting  À as  / (m), f Am) or  F  (m).   (We tacitly assume for the remain-

der of this section that all spaces are paracompact.)   As an instance of the

application of Lemma 8.1:

Corollary 8.2.   Let Xfl  and Y.  be closed subsets of X and Y.

(a) Suppose f is a closed surjection X, XQ —' Y, Y..   Let X — X., / be

ApS and HPcbnX(y)(X(y), Ö) = 0,  and suppose H*j*\,  (Yn, 35), Hp>nX  (XQ, Q) and

HPb*ï(X, Q) are finitely generated.   Then HP^1(Y, 55? is finitely generated.

(b) Let  (X0, /|X0) be ApS and suppose tf^nX(y)(X(y), <3) = 0 for y e YQ.

Suppose Hyl(X, Q), H^HX, XQ, &) and Hph+2(Y, 35) are finitely generated.

Then  HPA2(X, u)  is finitely generated.

Use (3.1) and (7.1). Then 8.2(a) follows from 8.1(b) when k(m) = F*(m) and

8.2(b) comes from 8.1(a) with \(m) = f(m)  .

No pq hypotheses are invoked in the next corollaries, but our usual hypoth-

eses  maintain  namely that     X and   Y are paracompact,   cp and  if/ refer to all
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closed sets and that (? = / 55 where S is a sheaf of Abelian groups.

Corollary 8.3.   Let X, f be ApS where 5     is finite and suppose HPAY, ÍB)

and H^,   x(  Áf~ Hy), (?) are finitely generated for y £S .   Then HPÁX, (?) is

finitely generated.

We refer to (3.15).   By the usual Vietoris-Begle theorem F(p) is an

epimorphism whence  H¿,(X   , A) is finitely generated.   The hypotheses imply

that  II ̂     ^%r\X(  i^~   ^'    ^ 1S finitely generated.   By exactness of the

horizontal sequence in (3.15),  H^X, a) is therefore finitely generated.

Corollary 8.4.   Let X, f be ApS where S    is finite and suppose X (m) is

trivial for m = p>l   where if/*(m): H^(X, (?) —//^n/_i(i   )(/~1(5p), Q).   Then

f (p) is an epimorphism.   If X, f is ApS and X (p - 1 ) is trivial also, then

f (p)  is an isomorphism.

Consider

-«;-;-1(S /rKy,fl)-!//#x.f-\s),a>H±nix.a)^i.h^_1(S ((/'Va)
p

g*(m)

i>

/*(m)

«^V 8) —      — H$r. V B)   ;''(m)  • "^ 8) - —*fcj Ö, «)

For   ztz > 1,   ;  (772) is plainly an isomorphism since  5    is finite.   The hypothesis

implies   i (p) is an epimorphism.   By excision  [7, p. 62],

h%(x, f -Hsp), fl) * H^x_f _Hs¡))(x - f -Ks.), (?).

Since there are no singular points in dimensions through  p - 1   in the mapping

X - f~   (S  )     ' Y - S    and since the support families are paracompactifying, the

standard Vietoris-Begle theorem   [7, p. 142] applies to yield g  (ttz) is an

epimorphism for  m = p.   Hence by the commutativity of the square  / (p) is an

epimorphism.   If  À  (p - 1 ) is trivial also, then by exactness   i\p) is a mono-

morphism. Thus  i  (p) is an isomorphism.   Since with the  A(p + 1)5 property,

g  (p) is an isomorphism, it then follows that / (p) is an isomorphism.

Corollary 8.5.  // X, / is A(p + 3)5,  and if W^(X, (?) a72o' W^+2(y, %) are

of finite type, and if f (p + 1 )  is an isomorphism, then with    S    = ly|

"5n/-l(y)(/"1(y).Û)»É0|,2p  «720-  lp+l   are finite and H{nrUy)(f-l(y),8)

is of finite type for y £ S and m = p and p + 1.

Since / (p + 1 ) is an isomorphism, so also is   a (p + 1 ) in (3.15).   If

a                    3                    y                    S f
A-  B   ——►  C    —— D -► E   ——* F
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is an exact sequence of modules, then   y an isomorphism implies   et is an

epimorphism and   t is a monomorphism.   We apply this simple observation to the

horizontal line of (3.15) when (omitting the sheaves)

H%(X, (?) - H», + 1(X*, X, *(?) * IT Hp       .     (f~ Hy), Ö)
^ s       i>n/"'(V)

P

is an epimorphism and hence   11^        H, ¡.   .(/*"   (y), (?) is of finite type   so

X    is of finite type.

Similarly, in reference to the argument for Theorem 3.1,

UH^f_Hy)(f-Hy), (?) * HP¿2(X*, X, C?).-/7£+2(X*, *A) * H^2(Y, 55)

P

is a monomorphism and therefore   ^Sp + 1 H^1     1(   Af~l(Y), (?) is of finite type.

9.   Relations. We now generalize a theorem essentially due to Wallace   [10]

and sharpened by Lawson  [llj.   First some definitions. Let   R be a closed set

in   Y x Y referred to as a relation.   Let  L(A) = jy | (y , y) £ R, y £ A\.   Define

Y, R as almost p-solid ApS by substituting in the usual definition of almost

p-solid,   L(y) for  X(y).   Let / map X  onto   Y.   Define  X, /, R as almost p-solid,

ApS,  in the usual way, but using now for  X(y) the interpretation  X(y) = f~   L(y).

Theorem 9.1.  Let R  be a relation for  Y.   Let f map the compact set X

onto   Y.   For arbitrary closed sets A  and B  there is to exist a closed set  C

such that  L(A) n L(B) = L(C).    The singular set S    is defined as  \y\

Hm(f   L(y)) fc   Hm(L(y))  for some   m < p\  where cohomology is reduced

Alexander cohomology over a fixed Abelian group.   Let  Y, R  and X, f, R  be

ApS for this  S  .   Suppose f*(m):   'Hm(L(y)) —> 'Hm(X(y)) is an isomorphism for

m = p and a monomorphism for m = p + 1.    Then f (m):   H(Y) —>  Hm(X) is a

monomorphism for m = p + 1   and an epimorphism for m = p.   More generally, if

fy(m)  is an isomorphism for p < m < q and a monomorphism for m = q + 1,   then

f (m)  is a  pq morphism.

Before entering on the proof a few observations and a lemma are in order.

The developments involving  X(y) and   ¡Ay) ate essentially covered in   §§1   and

2 with the identification of W(y) as   L(y) or as  X(y) = f~   lAy) = U / eL,  J~X(y')-

We note that  yl 4 y2 does not imply   L(y ^) n L(y2) = 0, but this is allowed for

in the lemmas of  §2 (in contradistinction to  [3, Lemmas 2 and 4]).

Lemma 9.2.  X    and Y    are compact,   T ,   if X and Y are compact.

Since both  X  and   Y are compact, if  W  is either  X  or   Y the set   P is

plainly compact.   By Lemma 5.3(a),  X    and   Y    are compact Hausdorff.
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Now to the theorem.   First the map / is extended to a map F: X    —» L    by

FX(y) = /_1X(y).   F  on  X  (yA is defined by noting a nonvertex point on  X  (yA

has the coordinates  (x, si     ).

F(x, sly) = (f(x), sly)     foi x £X(yA, yQ £ S p.

For the vertices  x(yQ)*, and y(y0)*  (the vertex of  L(y0)*), F(x(yQ) ) = y(yQ)  .

We show that  F is continuous.   Write  L for the cylinder space  B with

W = Y and denote the corresponding  B    by  L   .   Retain B when the cylinders

are over VI = X.   Let h: B —> L be defined by h(x, if/) = f(x), if/-.   Evidently

X(y A = \J eL      f~ l(y) so FX(yA= L(yQ).   The correspondence induced on  B

onto  L by / is / x i, where   z is the identity map taking if/ into if/.   This

correspondence is continuous since, for y,  si       the neighborhood  (M(y) x

V(sl     )) n L where   V(sl     ) is open in  11^    l(y) has as antecedent under / x i

the open set  (/-1zM(y) x V(sl     )) ft B.   Evidently,  y(f x i) = Fg on  B to  L .

Then for an open set  0 C L   ,

(9.11) F-iO=g(fxi)-1y-10.

The continuity of y and of (/ x i) implies  (/ x z)~  y~   0 is open.   Moreover,

peaks in  0  become roofs on   L and then on  B.   That is to say  (/ x i)~  y~  0

contains full roofs only and so is unchanged by  g~  g.   Hence the right-hand side

of (9.11) is open.

We can now finish up the proof of the theorem.   Denote by   L(y) either

L (y) for y £ S    or  L(y) x * tot y ¿ S .   Then for A  and B there exists a set

C for which

(9.12) L'(A) ft L'(B) = L'(C),

where   L'(A) = U,  L'(y).   The ladder required is

We need the analogues of (3.13) and (3.14) which reduce in our case to

H (L  , L) *h   H (L   - L) and since a compact support set on  L   - L can meet

only a finite number of lL*(y) - L(y)| y £Sp\,   Hm+l(L* - L) % ©^     Hm(L(y)).

Furthermore,   F  (ttz) is an isomorphism for 0 < m < a and a monomorphism for

q + 1  by (9.12) and [ll].   If q > p, then  F*(p), F*(p + 1), Q*(p) ate isomorphisms

whence  / (p) is an epimorphism by Lemma 6.2(b).   Similarly, Q*(q) is an

isomorphism while   F  (a + 1 ) and Q*(q + l) are monomorphisms, so f*(q + 1)
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is a monomorphism by Lemma 6.2(a).    The proof that / (m), p < m < q,  is an

isomorphism is immediate using Lemma 6.2.

10.   Set-valued maps.   The results above bear also on multiple-valued (mv)

transformations of points to closed sets.   We restrict ourselves to paracompact

locally compact Hausdorff spaces in this section.   An upper semicontinuous

multiple-valued transformation is abbreviated to use transformation which since

our spaces are completely regular has the important property that the graph is

closed.   We require besides that compact sets transform to compact sets.

Acyclicity in this section is with respect to reduced Alexander cohomology with

Q  the coefficient field and closed support family  cp', omitted when understood.

How an induced homomorphism or a family of induced homomorphisms of the

homology rings arises from a set valued map has been given various interpretations.

In general no such homomorphisms are defined.   One formulation depends on the

factorization of / as

Pi       „,,x       p2
X Y(f)

so that  / = P2p7  ■   If  f(x) is acyclic for each x,   p~  (x) - x x f(x) and the usual

Vietoris-Begle theorem yields an isomorphism for  pj whence /    can be defined

as

(10a) P,     P;f    =fi     f2-

One generalization achieved in the present section is that of defining / (m) fot

those   m values for which our earlier results guarantee   p Am) is an isomorphism.

It is left open whether or not meaning can be given / (m) fot other  m values.

Lemma 10.1.   Let  F, G and K  be use transformations in X  -*-* Y   -^-> Z

where   K = GF.   Let Y(F), Y(G) and Y(K) be the corresponding graphs.   Suppose

p.: Y(G) —> Y,  r.: Y(K)  —> X and   q.: Y(F) —> X are the projections and assume

pAm), r.(m), qAm) are isomorphisms in the range  p < m < q.    Then  k (m) =

F*(m)G*(m).

Consider the diagram

r(F)
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All triangles and the hexagon are commutative.   This is to say  F = q2lj  >

K = r r~  , G = p7p7   •   Under the hypotheses of the lemma it follows from (10a)

that

F*(7tz) = a*(TTz)_1a2(zTz),     K*(m) = r^TTz)-  r*(TTz),    G*(m) = p*(m)~lp*(m).

Finally,

K*(m) = (r*~lr*2)(m) = (r*~ lr\q\~ \\p\~ lp\)(m)

= (q*~ 1 q*p*~ lp*)(m) = F*(m)G*(m),       p < m <q.

Definition 10.2. Let / be a use transformation on X —> Y.   Let the singular

set be defined by 5     = ¡x| f(x) is not acyclic for some  ttz < p}.   Then X, / is  ttziz

weakly almost  p-solid if for arbitrary A/(y) there is an N (y) C A/(y) such that,

for almost all x in 5 , f(x) ft N'(y) £ 0   implies  f(x) C N(y).   By an argument

like that in Lemma 2.7 one shows that N (y) can be identified with N(y) and

this characterizes the almost p-solid or ApS property.

A useful form of Lemma 10.1 arises when / and g ate use maps of X onto

Y and  r: F(f)—> F(g) is continuous where  r(x, y) = (x, r (y)) fot y £ f(x).

Lemma 10.3.  Suppose  X, f and X, g are each ApS for the same S .   Let

r*(m), where  Hm(g(x))    rx<m)( Hm(f(m)),  be an isomorphism for all x £ 5ft and
X p

p < m < q and a monomorphism for m = a + 1.    Then f (m) and g  (m) exist and

are the same for p < m < q  up to an isomorphism.

Write   Pjp~[    =/ and  q7l7    =8 with  p    and  q. the obvious projections.

The hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are easily seen to be satisfied and hence

z-*(ttz): Hm(T(g)) -> Hm(T(f)) is a   pq morphism.   Then

p2(m) = r (m)q2(m),       p < m < a.

f*(m) = P*-1(tt2)P2(t7z) = p^-17-*(TTz)a2(7Tz),      g*(zrz) = q*~ l(m)q*(m).

Since   aj(TTz) and  pj~   (ttz)z- (ttz) are isomorphisms for  p <m <q, the assertion of

the lemma stands established.

We turn now to the homotopy notion of relevance to our viewpoint.

Definition 10.4. Let N(yQ, /) = lA/(yQ, /)} be a basis of open sets in Y x I

containing y0 x /, where N(yQ, I) = Use/M(y0' s) witn My0' s"> °Ven m y x s. Let Ps

project Y x s onto y and write N(y0, s) for the open set in y, PszM(yQ, s). We

say py(h) is Ap5 (h is ApS would perhaps be more natural) if for some N(y-,I)

except for a finite subset 77 of 5 independent of s £ I, h(x, s) ft M(y-, s) ^ 0

implies h(x, s) C Al(yQ, s). An apparantly weaker condition denoted by ApSw

requires that for every open set  A/(yQ) in   y    there be an open set  A/ (yQ) such
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that with a finite number of exceptions   h(x, s) n N'(yQ) = 0, x £ S      implies

h(x, s) C N(y0).   We shall show  ApSw and  ApS are equivalent.

We then say  / is   pq homotopic to g and write  / ~      g if  h(  , s), s £ I,  is

acyclic for  p < m <q where  f = h(  , 0) and  g = h(  ,1) and  pAh) is   ApS,  while

/ ~    g is used if q = oc.

Definition 10.5.   Let  i be a  pq homotopy on  X x / —> Y.   The notations

II, 1   . J(x) ate as in  §1.   Let Y(x, s) = (x, s, h(x, s)).   In X x / x Y x IIc
x J ,

construct the cylinders

B (x, s) = Y(x, s) x J (x),       x £ S  ,

B(h)= U        B(x. s) U Y(h)x*.
xdS   ,  set

P

Identify each roof R(x, s) = Y(x, s) x I x to a point  v(x, s), x £S .   This defines

Tib)*, i.e. gB(b) = Y(hf.

We gather together some facts basic to our developments.

Lemma 10.6.  (a)   ApS  is equivalent to ApSw for pAh).

(b)   Let h  be a  pq  homotopy on X —> Y.   Then Y(h)     is Hausdorff and

paracompact.

For (a):   Suppose pAh) is ApS.   The compactness of / guarantees that if

\N(y0)\ is an open base at yQ, then  \N(y0) x l\ is an open base for y0 x /.

Hence for an arbitrary  N(y0), N(yQ) x / D N(yn, /) 7J N'(yQ) x I which yields the

ApSw condition.   If pAh) is  ApSw,  let  N(yQ) and  N (yQ) be an associated

pair and define

M(yQ) = \(s, y)\ fot some x £ S  ,  y € h (x, s), h (x, s) n N '(y Q) = 0,

h(x, s) n N(y0) 4 0, b(x, s) n N (y Q)~4 0\ C / x Y.

C(yQ) = M(y0) n (/ x N(y0)). Supposez = (y, I) is a cluster point of C(y0) in / x N(yQ).

If a cofinal collection of neighborhoods of (y, s) excludes all but y, s points in M(y0)

which have x antecedents in a fixed finite subset n of S     then z £ C(y0), since the

graph of h restricted to 77 x / is closed in  Y x I.   If every U(z) in a cofinal collection of

neighborhoods of (y, s) contains points of M(yQ) with a nonfinite set of x

antecedents, this would contradict the  ApSw property for y (compare 2.7).

Hence   C(yQ) is closed in  / x N(yQ) so  N(y0, I) can be defined as  / x N(yQ) -

C(y0).

For (b):   Following Lemma 2.1,  B(h) can be shown to be closed in

X x / x Y x EL    and so is paracompact.   We show  g  is closed.   Thus, suppose

C is closed in  B(h).   If c £ C, add the roof  R(x, s) containing  c, and so obtain

C  .   Suppose   C    were not closed in  B(h).   The nontrivial cases of possible

cluster points tzo/ in  C    ate
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(i)   b0 = ^0tSQ,y0,tlx),x0£Sp,  0<Í<1;

(ii)   &„ = *„. s0, y0, lxo,

(iii)   b0=x0, s0,yQ *, x0 £Sp.

We dispose of (i) by separating  bQ from  C by an open set containing no roof

points, viz by the Cartesian product of open sets

O(b0) = (V(xA x A(s0) x VI(yA xU)ftB

where   U = \i{/\ t/2 < if/(x A < 1}.   Since   B selects those points in   U tot which

i/>(x) = 0, x / x-,   0(bA ft C   - 0.   Case (ii) is settled by noting that no roof

point on  P(*0. s0) is a cluster point for lP(x, s)\ x / xQ,  s e /}.   Hence (ii) can

arise only if b- is a cluster point of C    points on the roofs  P(*n, s) fot x = xQ.

The fact that  h maps compact sets onto compact sets implies that a point of C

must have been on  P(*0. s 0) and so bQ £ C .   For (iii),  bQ is the cluster point

of roof points in  C ,   ra = xa, sa, ya, 1     ,  a £ A.   By  ApSw there is an  A/'(yQ)

such that h(x , s J ft A/'(y0) /0 implies  h(x a, s a) C N(yA except for a finite

exceptional subset of 5 .   Since y„ is a cluster point, N (y0) contains a cofinal

collection  ly   } where y    is the coordinate of r    and hence  A/(yQ) x U(*) contains

almost all the roofs   R    associated with these  y    values.   For each of these
a J a

roofs pick c    a point of  C on this roof.   Then  b    is a cluster point of C and

hence is in  C.   Therefore  gC   = gC is closed in  T(h)  .

Since cluster points of vertices in  T (h) ate in X x / x y x *, for  T'

separation one need show only that the points  z    = (x-, s-, y., *) and

z2 = (xQ, s0, y2, *) can be separated where  yj U y2 e ^(xo' s0^'   ^^ other point

pairs can obviously be separated.)   Thus let  N Ay A ft N Ay A = 0.   Pick

N(yv I) C N(yA x I and  N(y2, I) C N(y  ) x / and let  77 be the finite subset of

5    for which for some   / £ I and, for  /' = 1   or  2,

h (x, t) ft N (y., t)¿0,       h (x, t) ft N (y., t)~ ¿ 0.

Let   U be defined by  \if/\ if/(x) < 1/2, x   £ 77}.   Then

0. = B(h) ft (X x N (y., I) xU),       7 = 1, 2,

are separating neighborhoods in  B(h).   Since no partial roofs enter,  g~  gO. = 0.

whence  gO.  and gO2 are separating open sets.

Our homotopy developments must circumvent various obstacles.   Thus almost

no general statement is valid for the composition of acyclic or ApS transformations but

we need only that  h ApS and  e inclusion yields  he ApS.   We illustrate the

necessity of an upper bound for  p in 5    and  Ap5 in use maps of spheres.

Example. The  mv homotopy  h: Sn x I —» 5" is defined by: h is  1, the

identity, for s = 0 and shrinks 5" uniformly on arcs through two poles to one of
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the poles.   The singular set S    consists of the other pole and 1  is n-homotopic

to the constant mapping yet  hQ(n) 4 h^(n) (Theorem 10.7 below implies only

h Am) = h Am) tot m > n + 1 ).

The next theorem is basic.

Theorem 10.7. // / ~     g,  q > p + 2,  and h   describes   the homotopy, then

h(m)   exists and f (m) = g*(77z) for p + 2 <m<q.

The proof is reminiscent in part of that of Theorem 3.1, but there are

deviations occasioned by the possibility of lines of singularities.   Accordingly,

the lower bounds for  t?2 are higher than might at first have been conjectured.

The map P.: Y(h)   —> X x / is defined by

P A.x xs xh (x, s)*) = x x s for x £ S p,

P j(x x s x h(x, s) x *) = p j(x x s x h (x, s)) = x x s     for x 4'Sp.

We shall often use  h(x, s) for h(x, s) x * where the context makes the situation

clear.

We show first that  p.  is closed.   If not, suppose  C is closed in Y(h) but

p.C is not closed in X x I.   Write z for  (x, s).  Hence some point z0 ¿ pjC is a

cluster point of p.C.   By the local compactness of X x /, there is a compact

neighborhood   U of z..   The graph of h \ U is closed in  U x h(U) and hence

pT  U = Y(h I U) is compact.   Accordingly,  p~   U C\ C is compact and nonempty.

Choose a fundamental system of compact neighborhoods   Ua of zQ.   By the finite

intersection property,

0 4 C\p~lUa n C = p~l fl Ua n c = p-1zQ n c,

a contradiction.   Furthermore the type of argument used in Theorem 3.1 to show

F  is closed demonstrates that   P.  too is closed.

A critical assertion is that

(10.71) W(x0)* = x0x   U  sx (h(x0, s)* -h(x0, s)x *),       x0£Sp,
sei

is an open set in  Y(h)  .   To verify this let  V(xQ) be open in  X so that V(xQ) x 1

is open in  X x /.   Let  \if/\ if/(xQ) > 0\ be open in  Us   ¡(x).   Evidently,  W(xQ) =

Pj l(V(xQ) x I) x \if/\ if/(xQ) >0\D B(h) is open in  B(h).  Since no partial roofs

enter, it is easily seen that g~1gW(x()) = W(xQ).   Hence gW(wQ) is open in  Y(h)*.

Moreover, it may be verified that gW(x  ) = W(x  )*.   Thus■0' - "^0'

Vx)*(10.72) Y(hf-Y(h)=    (J   w{*

p
is a union of disjunct open sets.   Hence by Lemma 2.6,

(10■73, "W-n»(r(»*-r<w>-n«^(,o.*M-.
P
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Write

A (x) = x x   [J s x h(x, s)  ,        C (x) = x x   (J  s x h(x, s) x *.

sel set

By excision, for Alexander cohomology,

(10.74) tf",_.   * VI (x)* * Hm(A (x), C(x)).
0|M'(x)

Note that x x s x h(x, s)* = p~  (x x s), x £ S     and that

P j x x   (J s x h (x, s)     = x x I.
sd

Since  h (x, s) is acyclic by construction   for each s the standard Vietoris-Begle

;£ltheorem guarantees that the cohomology groups of x x Usg/ (s x ¿  (x, s)) ate

those of x x / and are therefore trivial.

The cohomology sequence for the pair  A(x), C(x) therefore yields, in view of

(10.74), the isomorphism

(10.75) HmC(x)*HmJln   *W(x)*

and by (10.73) and (10.74)

(10.76) Hm + 1(V(h)*, T (h))* II HmC(x).
SP

We need to examine the map p  : C(x) —> x x 1,  x £ S     in detail.   For some,
x p

if not all s £ I,  p~  (x x s) is nonacyclic in some grade inferior to  p.

Let   d   be the dimension of ff = \s\ Hr(x x s x h(x, s)) fc 0}.   Evidently, an upper

bound for d   is obtained when this set is   / so  max d  = 1.   Introduce
r r

72 = 1 + max (d  + r).

r<q + l;cr *0

By the  ApS property

(10.77) „ = l+(l + p-l) = p+l.

We must now draw on results in   [5] that imply for

HmC(x)J-i- tfm(xx/) = 0,       x£Sp,

that  p  (ttz)    is a  p + 1, q + 1  morphism.   However, since   p  (p + 1 )    is an

epimorphism onto the trivial group, we can assert that  pSm)    is an isomorphism

for  p + 1 < ttz < q.

The exact cohomology sequence reduces to

II Hm(C(x)) - HmnT(hT    a(m^> Hm+l(V(h))^ fi Hm + lC(x).

\ / p
(10.78) \    Pj(m+1)* / P^m+lf

f/m + 1(X xl)
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Since   Hm(C(x)) is trivial for  p + 1 < m < q,   a(m + l) is an isomorphism, for

p + l<772<ij-l.   By the conventional Vietoris-Begle theorem,  P.(77z + 1) is an

isomorphism for  0 < m < q - 1.

The commutativity of the triangle in (10.78) yields  P.(ttz)    is an isomorphism

for  p + 2 < 77Z < q.   We turn to Lemma 10.1 and consider the special case that   Y

is  X x / and Z is   Y.   The diagram

X xl

is commutative where  e is either e(0) or e(l ), viz e(s): x —> x x s.   Then

comparison with the diagram of Lemma 10.1 with the obvious identifications

yields existence of h  (m) and

(e*(0)h*)(m) = /*(m),       (e*(l)h*)(m) = g*(m).

It is well known, however,   [4, p. 178] that  e(s)    is independent of  s  for all  m.

Hence

/*U) = g*U),        p+Km<q.

Just as in Lemma 5.2 the  ApS property for use maps and compact spaces

is equivalent to the condition that,  for every vicinity  V of the diagonal A in

X x X and for almost all x £ S ,  f(x) x f(x) C V.   The proof is a trivial modifica-

tion of the proof of Lemma 5.2.   Moreover for compacta these properties are again

easily seen to be equivalent to the condition

S    is denumerable and, for arbitrary  e > 0.

(C) p .   .
fot at most a finite subset of S       diam/(x) >  e.

The following lemma extends to nonacyclic use transformations, results

known for continuous maps.

Lemma 10.8.   (a)   No set valued use transformation f exists of the n + I disk

D"+    onto Sn where f(x)  is disjunct from - x,   the singular subset is  S

(C)  is satisfied and f(x)  is acyclic in dimensions  n — 2, n — I   and n.   (b)   //

f(x) = x  on the boundary,  S      . can be replaced by S      ..

The proof is by contradiction.   Suppose   i is the inclusion map on  Sn to

Dn+ .   Denote by  g the composite  fi.   Then by Lemma 10.1 and Theorem 10.7

(10.81) i*(n)f*(n) = g*(n).
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We give the verification in more detail for (b) so 10.7 can be replaced by 3.1.

Thus take X = D"+1, Y = S" and p ~ lx = x x f(x) £ H/).  By an argument used before,

p.   is closed.   The hypotheses of 10.8(b) imply   p,   is  An —IS.   Accordingly by

3.1   p An) is an isomorphism so by (10a),  / (n) exists, whence there results (10.81).

However g is  n — 2 homotopic to the identity map 1.   To see this, note that

by compactness

(10.82) inf d(-x, f(x)) = e > 0.
x£S

Let  (a, b) be barycentric coordinates of a point on a great semicircle   T(x)

through x and - x,  i.e.  0 < a < 1, (a + b = 1 ).   Define  h(x, (a, b), s) as the point

on  T(x) with coordinates  s + (l - s)a, (I - s)b, s £ I.   With the restriction of

z = (a, b) e T(x) to points distant at least e from - x, the continuity of h in

x, z, s is an easy consequence of a triangle inequality argument.   We prove that

h'(x, s) = h(x, g(x), s) is use.   Let x" —> x,  s" —, s and wn—,  w where

w" eh'(xn, s").   For some  z" £ g(x"), w" = è(x", z", s").   By compactness, at

worst a subsequence, again denoted by  iz"l, converges to z.   Since  g is use,

z e g(x).   The continuity of h then insures the desired w = h(x, z, s) C h (x, s).

For s < 1,  h(x, g(x), s) is a homeomorph of g(x).   Hence  pAh'), cf. Definition

10.4, is  A(n — 2)S and accordingly h    defines an mv n -2 homotopy of g to 1,

the identity map.   Hence for m = n, the right-hand side of (10.81) is nonzero while

l    is plainly  0.

In line with the considerations in this section we extend the notion of degree.

Definition 10.9. Let / be a set valued use map of S" —> S" which satisfies

(C) for S and is acyclic in dimensions  n - 2, n — 1, and n.   Let y" be a

generator of S".   Assume the constant sheaf /.   Then / (tí) is defined and deg /

is the integer d in / y" = dyn.

The standard simple properties follow and need the full force of 10.7.   For instance

Lemma 10.10 (a) // / ~        g where

S" =i Sn

g
then deg / = deg g.

(b)   // / satisfies (C) and is acyclic in dimensions  n — 2, n - 1,  and n and

if deg / 4 0,   then f maps S"  onto S".

The usual retraction to a point argument goes through.   Further properties

and extensions will be given elsewhere.

We shall refer to x where x £ f(x) as a fixed point.   The following result is

perhaps the most striking contribution of the paper.   It formulates a new type of

fixed point theorem marking the first extension of the classical Eilenberg-

Montgomery theorem  [14] to nonacyclic images.

Theorem 10.11.    Let f be a use self map of the closed n simplex D", n > 3.
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Let  S   _-   be the singular subset defined by the condition that f(x) is a convex

set or more generally star convex with respect to x for x lL S and, for

x £ S       , f(x) is a finite union of convex sets of which at most n - 1   are of

dimension greater than 72-3.   Require also that (C) be satisfied.   Then f has a

fixed point.

We shall make tacit of the fact that H   (F(x), Q) is obviously finitely

generated and is therefore isomorphic to its conjugate vector space  Hm(F(x), Q).

Suppose no x satisfies /(x) D x.   For each x £ D" denote by / (x) the

reflection of f(x) in x.   Let  C(x) be the infinite cone of vertex x and base / (x).

Let  F(x) = Dn ft C(x) where  D",   a homeomorph of 5", is  the boundary  of

D".   Note that when x £ Dn,   this construction yields  F(x) = x.   Under the

hypotheses of the theorem  F(x) is acyclic for x ¿ S  __.   We show that  F(x) is

72-2  acyclic.   For x £ S   _      the worst case is that when 72-1  convex sets of

dimension  72 - 2, 72 - 1,  or 72 occur and these sets each contain an n - 2  simplex

a1    _, where  1er1    ,, i = 1, • • •, n — 1 j constitute the partial faces of an  72-1
n — 1 n — ¿ L

simplex  a   _..   Under  F, either a _.  goes into an 72 - 1  simplex on  D",  in

which case the set  iff* _2! goes into a corresponding set of simplexes and so

does not carry a nonbounding 72-2 cycle, or o _.  goes into an  tz - 2  simplex

o      2> wnence the  72-2 faces go into a simplicial subdivision, and by the

acyclicity of   ^„.tI  tne image by   F  is again  72 - 2  acyclic.   Similarly,   F(x) is

72 — 1   and  72-acyclic.

Finally,  F(x) is use.   First note  F(x) is closed since f(x) and hence / (x)

also is compact and so is  C(x) ft D" = C(x) whence  F(x) = C(x) ft Sn~l   is

compact.   From the assumption that no fixed point exists, it follows that

(10.11a) inf d(x, f(x)) = 8> 0.

Otherwise, for proper choice of  Ix"}, d(xn, f(xn)) <l/n whence by compactness

x" —> x, y"—> y where  y" £ f(xn).   Since   /  is use,   y £ f(x).    In short,

d(x, f(x)) = 0 and since f(x) is closed,  x £ f(x).   Let x" —» x   and let z" £ F(x").

By compactness a subsequence of  x" and  z" can be taken (though here and

later the notation is not changed) so that  (xn, z")—► x, z.   We need establish

that z   £ F(x ).   Each z" is  the end point on D" of a segment through  [xn, yn]

where  yn £ f (x").   By compactness again we may choose subsequences, if

necessary, for which  (x", y")—> x, yQ.   Since / is use, y0 £ f'(x).  Define zQ

as the point on Dn along x, yQ.   We  claim zQ=z.   Otherwise d(z Q, z ) = v > 0

and a spherical neighborhood  M(zQ) of radius  v/4 would contain no cofinal set

of zn's.   For simplicity of exposition assume  first that x   4 Dn.   Let N(x)

and   N (yQ) be spherical neighborhoods of radius  8/2     where  8 is the constant

above.   Suppose  diam D" = 2.   By  similar  triangles   it  is  easy  to see

d(zQ, zn) < (8/2k)/(8/2) = 2l~k.   Hence for  k sufficiently large  2l~k < v/4 and
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M(z  ) would contain a cofinal subset of \z"\, a contradiction.   Accordingly,

z  = z _  and  F is use.

Plainly, the argument just given is unaffected if x € D". Accordingly F is

a use map of D" into D" and by a homeomorphism it may be viewed as a map of

the Euclidean n disk into the Euclidean tz - 1  sphere.

To see that (C) is satisfied for  F note first that the singular set for  F(x)

is contained in that for /(x).  Moreover, diam F(x) < c diam f(x) where  c = 2/8.

Therefore, since  F(x) = x on the sphere, the conditions of Lemma 10.8b

are satisfied and the assumption of no fixed point has led to a contradiction with

the conclusion of that lemma.

We shall show in another place that inter alia the convexity conditions in

(10.11) can be eliminated by use of a homotopy theorem of the type of 10.7 applied

to Dn x I —» D* x / based on a natural image of f(x) in C(x) (cf. Pacific J. Math.).
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